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Energy log 

- Overnight: charging my phone 
- 6am: turning on lights in bedroom and bathroom 
- 8am: opening the fridge (x4) 
- 8am: using stove top and toaster (5 mins) 
- 9am: train trip (40 mins) 
- 12pm: using microwave (1 min) 
- 12pm: opening fridge (2x) 
- 3pm: train trip (40 mins) 
- 7pm: turning on house lights, bedroom and kitchen lights (3 hours) 
- 7pm: microwave use and stovetop use (5 mins) 
- 7pm: opening fridge 
- 8pm: laptop and speaker charging 
- 9pm: bathroom lights (20 mins) 
- 10pm: charge phone 

 
My family has solar panels on our roof that cover approximately three-quarters of our daily 
energy consumption. The rest of this energy comes from Origin Energy, a company that 
produces power from coal, wind, water, solar and natural gas. I believe the power that my 
house specifically gets is from a combination of natural gas and coal. Thus, in order to produce 
the energy I consume each day, I need sunlight, coal and sediments to form natural gas.  Whilst 
sunlight is renewable and generally non-invasive, coal and natural gas are non-renewable forms 
of energy and are responsible for the degradation of ecosystems due to the mining for these 
materials. 
  
For this challenge today, I really wanted to see an accurate and unbiased log of my energy 
consumption, so I actually wrote a note on my phone and updated it each time I used energy. 
This way I didn’t get to the end of the day and have to remember everything. By doing it this 
way I found that before I had gotten too far in the day I was consciously preventing and 
reducing my energy use because I didn’t want to have to write anything more down. Therefore, 
this may not be a true representation of my energy usage but my conscious reduction in energy 
usage made me realise that it is all about accountability and awareness, and if I continue a 
similar mindset beyond today’s challenge I can cut down on my energy usage. Overall, I think I 
used an adequate amount of energy, I only used it when it was necessary (except for the 3 
hours of lights on – the only lights that needed to be on during that time was my bedroom). 
However, whilst I only used energy where necessary I know that some of it comes from non-
renewable energy and it actually made me really disappointed that we still rely on it to some 
extent. I think my relationship with energy will change as Australia begins to subsidise 
renewable energy so that we can source renewable energy even when our solar panels aren’t 



providing us with energy. Furthermore, I will try to use less energy by ensuring I only keep lights 
on that I am actively using, and trying to charge my phone in the day when I am able to monitor 
when it is fully charged and then take it off charge. I think this activity would be a good 
motivator to other people to reduce their energy consumption and thus move in a more 
sustainable direction, however I think the real change needs to come from where we source 
our energy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
  



 


